
BROOKLYN INDUSTRY MEETING     June 20, 2019 

 

1. With respect to new FDNY/DOB procedure beginning June 2, 2019. Can you please invite 

Lisa Amoia to discuss. 

Lisa Amoia will attend to discuss. 

FA, FS & FPP filed at FDNY ONLY as of June 2. Existing filing with “D” status may continue 

to file through DOB including PAA’s. 

New FDNY intake forms (8 different forms in total) not available online must be submitted at 

time of filing. 

Asbestos projects are not clear on filing procedures through FDNY. ACP-5 accepted. 

TCO will not be issued without FA Letter of Approval from FDNY. 

 

 

2. Can we discuss DOB NOW BUILD requirement to file work types July 1, 2019. With respect 

to the following: 

Shawn Donahue will attend to discuss. 

• Will we have one examiner reviewing simultaneously all related (in conjunction) jobs 

filed with BIS and DOB NOW, or we may face multiple exams? 

These will be reviewed at the same location where the related NB/ALT filing was 

submitted. Input the related job numbers on the PW1 application.  

• Will we pay multiple record management and filing fees or there would be sort of 

coordination and reduction for multiple related jobs? 

NO – this was addressed at Industry Training sessions. Fees are paid for each filing, not 

record management fee. 

• What would happen with ACP5, which need a job specific description – can we use the 

same for structural, mechanical (DOB NOW) and architectural (BIS) jobs? 

YES 

• Will we have opportunity to order one inspector for multiple related jobs, like we have 

now in case of Final C/O inspection for NB and Alt.1? 

Answered by inspection unit. High rise has the same inspector. 

• What do we have to expect from the SEP re-inspections of Alt.2 jobs, when structural 

and mechanical filed on DOB NOW and architectural filed on BIS? 

SEP inspects the scope of work under the permitted drawings of the application being 

audited. SEP will not inspect related applications in BIS or DOB NOW; however please 

note that AC 28-104.2.2 & AC 28-116.1 requires all approved drawings for active permit 

applications to be on site until a sign-off is obtained. 

 

 

 

 



3. DOB NOW system questions: 

 

• On the new DOB NOW system for PAA is there anywhere in the system that indicates 

the date the PAA was “approved”, I only see the date that the PAA was “created”, am I 

missing it? If not, how do we keep track if an application needs to be reinstated. 

Currently reinstatements are based on dates of permits, inspections, TCOs and last 

PAAs? 

The Industry can see the approved date through Trace History once they open the filing. 

The staff can see it through the Approved on Date in CRM. In DOB NOW go to filing 

and in the upper right corner click on history tab and it will show all the steps involved 

for the filing. 

• I am able to see electricians filing amendments on the electrical applications which is 

signed off as Doc P2.However because they are filed as amendments the 

application/subsequent doesn’t get signed off in the system similar to subsequent Doc 

02’s in the BIS system, it stays in “Approved” status. My question is How do I tell in the 

DOB NOW system that the application/subsequent has been signed off. This is holding 

up an electrical sign off for a CO, Because the system is indicating that the application 

filed under P2 is not signed off. 

In DOB NOW electrical, PAA’s do not get signed off. When a contractor files a PAA, 

the PAA is only a record of what they are amending. The initial filing is what gets signed 

off. When you say signed off we are assuming that you are referring to it passing 

inspection. Approved with regards to a PAA just means that the contractor completed the 

PAA filing and it was approved by the system as opposed to pre-filing which means that 

the contractor did not complete the PAA filing. 

 

A subsequent filing is an additional filing associated to the initial filing by its filing 

number. It is a new filing and does get inspected in the same manner as the initial filing. 

 

In either case, whether it is the subsequent filing or the initial filing, if the job passed 

inspection but is not paid for, the filing status will be Pending Payment. In both cases if 

the job passed inspection and the job is paid for, the filing status will be complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. For an existing multiple dwelling with a cellar / crawl space only accessible via hatch is it 

required to locate the gas meter(s) in the cellar? 

The building is located in a flood zone and the cellar is well below the BFE. 

The proposed work is not a substantial improvement. 

The only place available to locate the gas meters is on the first floor at grade in the public hall 

which serves as entrance / egress for residential units, is this an acceptable location? 

Gas meter at first floor public hall is not allowed. 

 

Appendix E speaks of locations of gas meters. However, there are a lot of factors involved as 

noted by the other provided code sections. For example, if the public hall is an extension of the 

stair enclosure then FGC 404.1 must be addressed, or it may be permitted if the installation 

complies with BC 402.4.6. But BC 1020.1 clearly states that an exit shall not be used for any 

purpose that interferes with its function as a means of egress. See handout with Appendix E, 

other code sections & MDL 64. 

 

5. Is it necessary to conduct a subsoil investigation + submit a TR4 for footings that are required 

for a new residential deck? 

YES 

 

6. I submitted the "Statement of Support" (see link below) to the Enforcement Division to have a 

violation dismissed and I signed as the licensed professional with my signature and seal. They 

would not accept my signature and seal and insist that the form be notarized. Suggest that the 

form be amended to say notarization or professional seal. 

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/aeu20.pdf 

This request was sent to the Administrative Enforcement Unit. Their response is; “Usually Licensed 

Professionals do not actually perform the work to correct.” This form requires notarization. 

 

7. The newer TR8 forms eliminate the “EXIT LIGHT” energy code inspection that was on the 

older TR8. 

  

My understanding is the inspection for the exit light energy code inspection is still required, but 

it is going under the item “INTERIOR LIGHING” on the new TR-8 form.  See attached NYC 

Energy Conservation CODE FAQ 

  

The CO unit is currently not accepting the Newer TR1s where the “INTERIOR LIGHING” in 

lieu of “EXIT LIGHT”. 

  

  

Can you please confirm if we can use the “INTERIOR LIGHING” on the new TR8 in lieu 

of “EXIT LIGHT” as per the NYC Energy Conservation CODE FAQ. 

  

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/aeu20.pdf


  

  

 

 Exit signs were removed from the TR8 form and are no longer a required inspection. If a project 

that was approved under the 2014 NYCECC or prior, the TR8 form submitted for approval will 

contain the required inspection titled ‘Exit Signs’. To close out a project under a prior code that 

has the required inspection ‘Exit Signs’, either the new TR8 form (published on September 

2016) without the ‘Exit Signs’ required item or an older TR8 form is acceptable. 

 

If the TR8 form published on September 2016 is presented for closeout of a required inspection, 

then required item ‘Exit Signs’ should be waived by DOB staff. 

 

A prior TR8 form is also acceptable and may be found in BIS in the B-SCAN virtual job folder. 

Please print out and have the appropriate areas initialed, dated, etc. before resubmitting. 

 

See NYC Energy Conservation Code FAQ – The FAQ Lighting #4 addresses this question. 

  

4. Exit Signs have been removed from the TR-8 form. Are Exit Signs are no longer 
a required item on the TR8? 

The "Exit Signs" progress inspection was deleted from the TR8 form published on 
September 2016, however exit signs are still required to meet the code requirements of 
5 Watt/side. For projects subject to the 2014 NYCECC or earlier, see What Applies 
When, either the “new” TR8 form without the exit sign progress inspection or the older 
TR8 form are acceptable. 

 

  

8. Can I get a clarification on Section 113-55 for Height and Setback Regulations?  

 

The height and setback regulations of a building or other structure in the subdistrict shall be 

those applicable to R4A Districts in Section 23-631, except that paragraph (b) (2) shall be 

modified as follows: 

 

7 OPEN ITEMS OF 104 REQUIRED FOR JOB 
WHO 

RECV+ 
PRI 

TO 
REQUIRED 

DATE 
RECEIVED 

DATE 
DATE 

CERTIFIED WAIVED 

* EXIT SIGNS N PER 07/15/2016 12/07/2016 ________ 
 

ENERGY CODE COMPLIANCE INSPECTIONS N PER 03/15/2017 10/19/2018 ________ 
 

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY N SGN 02/18/2016 ________ 
  

VIOLATIONS SEARCH N SGN 02/18/2016 ________ 
  

OPEN APPLICATIONS SEARCH N SGN 02/18/2016 ________ 
  

FOLDER REVIEW N SGN 02/18/2016 ________ 
  

REJECTED 

SUBMIT INITIAL & FINAL TR8 "EXIT SIGNS" 
      

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/tr8.pdf
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/energy_code_table.pdf
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/energy_code_table.pdf


Each perimeter wall of the building or other structure may have one or more apex 

points directly above it on the 35 foot high plane. (see section 23-631, Figure B) 

 

If you are allowed more than one apex point per perimeter wall, then it seems like if you place 

enough apex points you can extend the entire wall above the allowable perimeter wall height of 

21'.  

To be reviewed and clarified. 
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